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HELLO...
...and welcome to August’s issue of The Missing Ingredient’s monthly
selection of trends and news stories hitting the world of food & drink.
We hope that this report stimulates ideas for new, exciting and inspirational
products and services that will help grow and promote your brand.

In the Know brings to you a short roundup whatʼs hot, new, interesting,
radical and inspirational on the global food scene. As this scene is ever
changing we bring this thought provoking information to you each
month.
This is your report and so we want you to cut it, past it, copy it and use it as
a source of inspiration within your business.
Weʼve also included some of our own food discoveries. We hope that you
find it useful.
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VIVA ESPAÑA

SPANISH RESTAURANTS TO WATCH

They won the world cup and the
tennis and now they are winning
the battle of cuisine. Spanish food is
becoming the hottest thing on the
food scene.
Tesco sells 2 tons of chorizo every
week compared to 400kilos of parma
ham and M&S said it was now selling
as much chorizo as salami.

Jose
Jose Pizarro’s sherry and tapas bar in SE London’s
Bermondsey St
PIX bar
With a menu based on Northern Spain’s pintxos
Cambio de Tercia
Awarded “best Spanish Restaurant outside Spain” by
Spanish minister for Agriculture”

The craze for Spanish food has come
after a number of high profile
restaurants , such as Fino and Moro
have helped resurrect the image of
the cuisine and drive the renaissance
of sherry and tapas.
Tapas restaurants are expanding faster than
any other cuisine in the UK

GLUTEN FREE GOES MAINSTREAM
What were once regarded as tasteless
alternatives for a niche market have now
gone mainstream.

Both M&S and Waitrose have released gluten free
ranges with other supermarkets carrying gluten
free flours.

As more and more people embrace gluten
free diets the “free from” supermarket aisles
are growing and even fast food restaurants
are jumping on the bandwagon by
providing gluten free alternatives.

To add to that there have been a slew of gluten
free cook books coming onto the market from the
likes of Phil Vickery and Erin McKenna.

Wendy’s, McDonalds, Arbys, Taco Bell and
Burger King in the US have introduced
gluten free dishes to their menus and what
happens in the states usually catches on in
the UK.

It is believed that a gluten free diet can also
improve sports performance with sports pros such
as Novac Djokovic sticking to a gluten free diet.
Get ready for gluten free to take oﬀ in a big way!

PERUVIAN POPULAR
Ceviche, a new restaurant that’s
due to open in November 2011,
was a sell at its taster event
Limanation.
Lima is home to criollos, mestizos,
migrants and descendants from
Italians, Spanish, African, Chinese
and Japanese who have united to
create a rich tapestry of cuisine.
Ceviche, antichuchos and pisco
sours are now starting to make
their mark in high street eateries.

A few places to try Peruvian
food in London:
Poncho No 8 has recently
introduced two Ceviche “grab
boxes” at its St Paul’s branch
	
  
Sabor
– Angel
	
  
	
  
Taqueria
– Westbourne Grove
Titos – London Bridge for
alfajores (sweet Peruvian
biscuits made from almond
and filled with dulce de leche)
Mi Peru caterers – Ladbroke
Grove

FOOD NEWS
What’s been happening this month in the world of food & drink
Pasta the world’s favourite
food?

MOO-Over Mum
Chinese scientists
have produced a
herd of
genetically
modified cows
that make milk
that could
substitute for
human breast
milk -- a possible
alternative to
formula in a
nation rocked by
tainted milk
powder scandals.

!

Food prices continue to
rise
The annual rate of increase
for all types of food hit
4.9% in May driven by a
surge in the cost of
commodity crops such as
wheat and corn. Add to
this, drought in many parts
of Europe and soaring
energy costs and it doesn’t
paint a pretty picture!

In a study to find out how the
increasing food prices are
aﬀecting people’s lives, Oxam
carried out a world wide survey.
The survey showed the top ten
foods and pasta came in at no. 1.
To read the full report go to:
http://tinyurl.com/44cqcjc

HEALTH NEWS
The latest global health news and products
Hollywood’s baby food diet
Vit D-efinciency
A recent survey by Appog found that a
spread of unhealthy diets and a decline
in drinking milk, consuming other dairy
products and eating fresh fish have left
an increasing number of people
deficient in vitamin D leading to a
proliferation in cases of osteoperosis.
M&S has just released a range of
products fortified with Vit D and calcium
in response to the problem.
Low sodium salt product Soda-Lo now being
sold to large food manufacturer
UK micro salt pioneer Eminate has confirmed
that it is now providing its Soda-Lo product to a
large food manufacturer for use in bread sold by
a major UK retailer. The product could allow
manufacturers to cut salt content by up to 50%

Cheryl Cole, Lady Gaga and
Jennifer Aniston are just a few of
the celebrities rumoured to be on
the baby food diet. And now
sales are surging as British
women take inspiration from
Hollywood. Sales of wet food are
up 20% and dry food by 59% at
online retailer Ocado. The diet
consists of 14 small protions of
pureed food by day followed by a
sensible meal in the evening.
Unsurprisingly the diet has been
widely criticised by nutritionists.

DRINKS NEWS

With people becoming
increasingly health focused, low
alcohol is the big booze trend.

1ABOVE, described as the
world’s first “Aerotonic flight
beverage” designed solely for
consumption during air travel
has been launched to
international travellers at
Auckland airport.
Is said to have a unique formula
that addresses the hydration
and nutrition needs associated
with the specific demands of
flight travel.

Queue, Ritzling, a low alcohol
R i e s l i n g w i n e p ro d u ce d i n
Martinborough New Zealand.

TB + (H2O at 100C) 2mins
BT + C (10ml) + 6mins BT =
PC (at OT 60C)
Scientists have discovered the
formula for the perfect cuppa.
The optimum brewing time is
two minutes and the ideal
amount of milk is 10ml. The
perfect drinking temperature is
60 degrees.
The research team spent 180
hours in the lab and a team of
volunteers drank 285 cups of
tea.

Beautifully packaged the product
will appeal to new entrants into
the wine market and women
looking to cut down on their
alcohol intake.

CHOC BIJOU CHOCOLATE FONDUE
A chocolate fondue is
always a crowd pleaser but
can be a bit tricky to
prepare.
Thank fondue then for
Mazet de Montargis’s
chocolate fondues.
In addition to some highly
presentable chocolates
(cocoa-covered walnuts,
marbled almonds, espresso
caramels), new online
boutique Cocoa Bijoux
brings the vintage French
confectioner’s famous
pudding pots exclusively to
the UK.

One tin contains five shot glasses filled with flavours
like milk caramel, white ivory and dark orange.
Simply heat in the microwave for one minute and dive
in!

SYRUP-LICIOUS

At Royal Rose they have a passion for great tasting cocktails.
They believe that making the best quality ingredients in their syrups makes the
diﬀerence between an ordinary drink and a superior cocktail.
They hand make every ounce of syrup in small batches using only whole
ingredients, 100% organic and fairtrade sugar and filtered water.
These simple syrups are designed for use in cocktails but are equally great in
hot drinks and on ice-creams.

HARD CANDY
Beer lovers the world over rejoice Beercandy has launched the first
sweets made from beer.
The brainchild of a Californian
computer engineer the range
comprises four chocolate truﬄes
filled with all manner of hoppy
goodness.
Their creator spent more than a
decade tracking down the perfect
craft brews for candification and
perfecting the art of converting beer
to caramel. Once he’s worked his
magic (and added some cream and
sugar), the engineer coats the sweets
with the appropriate chocolate, and
the transformation is complete.

So the next time you’re looking for a sugary aperitif
after a refined evening of beering, you’ll have a dark
chocolate truﬄe filled with thick, stout-flavored
caramel at the ready. Or a raspberry lambic truﬄe, or a
white chocolate–covered IPA.
One warning: the caramelization process burns oﬀ
most of the alcohol, and what’s left has about the
same kick as beer bread.

SUPERMARKET NEWS
Tesco is rolling out an
Italian food brand,
marking the fourth launch
in its line-up of "venture
brands" that do not carry
any references to the
retailer.

Morrisons has put its wine aisle next to
fresh produce in a trial move to
capitalise on the rise in popularity of
scratch cooking and dining at home.
The retailer is carrying out the trial at
its 'fresh lab' concept store in Kirkstall
in Leeds, where it is working on a range
of new retail concepts.

If rumours are to be believed Sainsbury’s
is poised to unveil Lorraine Pascale as its
new public face.
The 39-year-old Baking Made Easy host, a
former model, has reportedly been lined
up to take over from Jamie Oliver in a deal
worth £1m a year.

Waitrose and Heston Blumenthal have
revealed details of a festive dinner range which even features a brining kit.
The kit, which is available from November
16, includes the turkey and costs £25 to
£35 depending upon the weight of the
bird.

WHAT WE KNOW
A ROUND-UP OF THE THINGS WEʼRE
LOVING THIS MONTH

WHAT WE KNOW
GREAT news just in. Quality
St is making a bar from the
“purple one”. The limitededition My Purple Bar, which is
made up of four of the
chocolates joined together to
make a single bar will be
rolled out to retailers from 1
August and is expected to stay
on shelves until Christmas.
A recent uber-gift of
Mexican ingredients
has got me cooking all
things Mexicana. This
salsa chipotle is now
my failsafe
transforming the
dullest of sauces into a
spicy masterpieces.

Genius idea for keeping
your coﬀee at exactly the
right temperature. Coﬀee
Joulis are miniature
thermodynamic heat
storage devices. When
your coﬀee reaches the
right temperature the
joulis slowly release the
stored energy keeping
your coﬀee piping!

No more blue soup ala Bridget Jones, the
Food Loop is a heat
resistant silicone food
trussing tool.
The Food Loop won’t
break oﬀ splinter, melt,
get soggy or stuck in
the food. A gift from
the cookery gods.

GET IN TOUCH
We’re always keen to meet with new food businesses to see how our creative
marketing strategies could help grow your business.
We’re happy to meet for an informal coﬀee or even a quick chat over the phone.
becky@themissing-ingredient.com - 01628 66 678 – 07768 910521
www.themissing-ingredient.com

Follow us on twitter @miss_ingredient

